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SUMMARY 

Despite data supporting the decline in rates of cigarette smoking in middle and high 

school as well as the high cost of smoking in the United States, a significant portion of these 

adolescents categorize themselves as “current smokers.”  The current study evaluated changes in 

smoking topography over time in a sample of adolescents.  Adolescent smokers (n = 45) 

participated in a laboratory study as a part of a Program Project (“The Social and Emotional 

Contexts of Adolescent Smoking Patterns”).  Participants were offered to smoke a cigarette ad 

libitum in the laboratory and smoking topography was measured at two time points, at baseline 

(“Visit 1;” Mean age 15.67 years, SD = 0.65) and fifteen months later (“Visit 2”), using a CReSS 

micro device after a minimum of four hours of nicotine deprivation.  Smoking topography 

variables were transformed into three summed Z scores, corresponding to a factor analysis 

conducted with a larger subset of the laboratory study’s data (Giedgowd, Kassel, and 

Mermelstein, in preparation).  Repeated measures ANOVA revealed that, from Visit 1 to Visit 2, 

adolescents manifested fewer puffs and longer interpuff intervals, as evidenced by decreasing 

Puff Number and Pacing scores over time.  Puff Size and Length and Inhalation Speed did not 

significantly change over time.  In addition, similar to observations found in adult smokers, sex 

differences in Puff Size and Length and Inhalation Speed emerged over time.  Depression and 

Anxiety symptoms evidenced a lagged effect, such that scores at Time 1 influenced smoking 

topography at Visit 2.  In addition, a marginal effect for number of biological parents who were 

“ever smokers” on Inhalation Speed was observed at Visit 2.  These results are among the first to 

a) characterize developmental changes in smoking topography and b) use smoking topography 

factors in lieu of individual topography measures as outcomes, addressing issues of correlated 

dependent variables.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Impact and Prevalence of Cigarette Smoking 

Cigarette smoking is a pervasive, maladaptive health behavior that is both dangerous and 

costly: According to the Center for Disease Control, there are 443,000 smoking-attributed deaths 

annually in the United States alone (CDC, 2008).   Smoking has also had the distinction of being 

the leading cause of preventable and pre-morbid death (CDC, 2002).   Adolescence seems to be a 

particularly important time in the emergence of cigarette smoking: 19.5% of high school students 

are categorized as “current smokers,” (CDC, 2009), and 90% of adults  initiated smoking during 

adolescence (Alexander, Piazza, Mekos & Valente, 2001).  Efforts to understand the processes 

through which smoking behavior escalates at this important developmental phase are essential 

for the advancement of successful smoking interventions and cessation programs.  In addition, 

identifying specific factors of characteristics of early smokers that may contribute to 

vulnerability to continued use and difficulty quitting, should help guide intervention efforts 

aimed at this vulnerable population of smokers.  

The literature is not at a loss for research following young adults and their health 

behaviors over time, including the measurement of rates of substance use.  These studies offer 

important contributions to solving the puzzle of the emergence and maintenance of addiction.  

However, many longitudinal studies rely on self-report questionnaires for important dependent 

variables, such as day-to-day smoking rates and symptoms of dependence (Munafo, Hitsman, 

Rende, Metcalfe & Niaura, 2007; Henriksen, Schleicher, Feighery & Fortmann, 2010; Griesler, 

Hu, Schaffran & Kandel, 2011; Pedersen & Von Soest, 2009). Whereas such studies delve into 

this topic using self-reports of smoking frequency, withdrawal symptoms or dependence measure 

item endorsement, this type of data collection is accompanied by potential limitations of reporter
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 bias and inaccuracy, including  poor reliability, problems with inaccurate retrospective reports, 

and desirability response sets (Mermelstein et al, 2002).  As such, alternative measures of 

cigarette use that may be less susceptible to these pitfalls could prove a critical piece in 

advancing our knowledge of cigarette use and nicotine dependence. 

Previous Work with Smoking Topography 

 One possibility for evaluating changing drug use over time proposed here is smoking 

topography, or how an individual smokes a cigarette.  More specifically, smoking topography 

describes the behavior of smoking a cigarette through the extraction of numerous variables that 

depict the volume and time components of the smoke inhalation over the course of a single 

cigarette. Multiple devices have been used to measure such patterns of smoke intake, with one of 

the most popular being the Clinical Research Support System Micro (CReSS; Plowshare 

Technologies, Inc., www.plowshare.com; see Smoking Topography).  The components of 

smoking as measured by this device include: number of puffs, total puff volume over a period of 

smoking (ml), duration of puff (in milliseconds), interpuff interval (i.e. the length of time in 

between puffs, in milliseconds), puff velocity (i.e. the speed with which each puff is inhaled), 

and time to peak (i.e. amount of time until the higher flow rate of a puff).  

Smoking topography has been used in numerous laboratory studies, and has repeatedly 

demonstrated good reliability and validity (Blank, Disharoon, & Eissenberg, 2009; Lee, Malson, 

Water, Moolchan & Pickworth, 2003; Perkins, Karelitz, Giedgowd & Conklin, 2011).   For 

example, one study found no differences between videotaped smoking of a cigarette (i.e. without 

using a smoking device) and the topography measured using a smoking device, suggesting that 

smoking using a measurement device may not significantly alter the way in which an individual 

would otherwise smoke a cigarette without said device (Blank, Disharoon, & Eissenberg, 2009).  
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Furthermore, topography has been related to many important indices of smoking behavior, 

including nicotine dependence (Zielinka-Danch, et al., 2010), craving, and nicotine metabolism 

(Williams, et al., 2011), as well as the amount of time adolescents spend with parents whom 

smoke (Collins, Lippmann, Lo & Moolchan, 2008).  In a predictive capacity, topography has 

also been related to future smoking cessation outcomes (Franken, Pickworth, Epstein & 

Moolchan, 2006).   Of note, the majority of these studies have treated each of the topography 

measures as independent constructs.  As such, topography variables have typically been analyzed 

separately, as individual outcomes or predictors (e.g., Brauer, Hatsukami, Hanson, & Shiffman, 

1996), regardless of the demonstrated correlations among them (Shahab et al., 2008).  Therefore, 

further research regarding this important behavioral measure of smoking is needed, especially 

that which addresses the potentially clustered nature of topography data.    

Sex Differences 

One of the most productive individual differences in terms of smoking behavior is 

disparities by sex, which yield some important considerations.  Although men and women report 

similar prevalence rates of cigarette use, higher rates of nicotine metabolism in males predict 

higher puff volume, but fewer puffs, while this pattern is absent in women (Moolchan et al., 

2009).  Similarly, men may take in more smoke volume per puff and in total over a single 

cigarette than females (Wood, Wewers, Groner, & Ahijevych, 2004; Perkins, Karelitz, 

Giedgowd & Conklin, 2011), despite taking fewer puffs (Hammond et al., 2005), and 

additionally exhibit longer puff duration compared to women (Meilikian et al., 2007).  Further, 

smoking topography measures have been found to similarly and reliably differ between male and 

female adolescents, such that boys manifest longer puff duration, greater overall puff volume, 

and shorter amount of time between puffs compared to girls (Collins, Epstein, Parzynski, 
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Zimmerman, Moolchan, & Heishman, 2010).  However, there is evidence that this gender effect 

is potentially unreliable, as topographical measures have failed to differentiate men and women 

in at least one other study (Kleykamp, Jennings, Sams, Weaver, & Eissenberg, 2008).  

Dependence Indices 

Smoking topography has been related to several indices of nicotine dependence.  

Specifically, higher scores of dependence have been associated with elevated total puff volume 

inhaled when smoking a cigarette (Perkins, Karelitz, Giedgowd & Conklin, 2011).  Further, 

nicotine dependence has been significantly related to increases in cigarette puff volume 

(Zielinka-Danch, et al., 2010; Perkins et al., 2011) and an increase in number of puffs over a 

single cigarette in a sample of males (Burling & Burling, 2003). 

Conversely, at least one study failed to find differences in smoking topography between 

dependent smokers and “chippers,” or smokers who do not meet criteria for nicotine dependence 

(Brauer, Hatsukami, Hanson, & Shiffman, 1996).  Further, another study failed to establish an 

association between nicotine dependence and smoking topography measures in a dependent 

adolescent sample (Collins, Epstein, Parzynski, Zimmerman, Moolchan, & Heishman, 2010).   

Additionally, previous work with a subset of the data to be included in the proposed study did 

not yield any association between nicotine dependence and puff volume and duration, inter-puff 

interval or puff velocity of a single cigarette (Veilleux, et al., 2011).  However, changes in 

nicotine dependence may influence smoking patterns at different points in time, therefore 

meriting inclusion in the proposed study. 

Smoking Quantity and Frequency  

For adolescents who begin smoking cigarettes at a more regular rate, their smoking 

topography may exhibit accompanying changes over time.  For example, one study found 
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support for a positive relationship between the average number of cigarettes adolescents smoke 

per day and the volume of smoke inhaled per cigarette (Wood, Wewers, Groner, & Ahijevych, 

2004).  Additionally, previous work with a subset of the data described here found support for a 

relationship between cigarettes smoked per week and an increase in puff volume, puff duration 

and puff velocity (Veilleux, et al., 2011).  This finding is encouraging for the potential 

relationship between smoking experience and changing smoking topography as adolescents age 

into young adulthood. 

Depression and Anxiety 

Depression is often related to and highly co-morbid with smoking and drug-taking 

behavior: Individuals who report depression or anxiety are at elevated risk for developing 

nicotine dependence (McKenzie, et al, 2010), potentially accompanied by escalation of smoking 

topography over time.  Similarly, current depression has been related to a longer puff duration 

during negative mood induction (Fucito & Juliano, 2009), as well as a de-escalation of puff 

volume over the course of a cigarette as compared to non-depressed individuals, resulting in 

lower nicotine intake overall (Veilleux et al., 2011).  In the same study, those who endorsed 

current symptoms of anxiety exhibited greater puff volume and longer puff duration over the 

course of a single cigarette as compared to their non-anxious counterparts. Similarly, in an 

anxiety-inducing paradigm, anxious individuals took more puffs of a cigarette than controls 

(Rose, Ananda, & Jarvik, 1983). Previous research reporting associations between past episodes 

of depression and smoking topography point to a delayed effect, such that those who have 

previously been depressed evidence increases in puff volume inhalation (e.g. Perkins, Karelitz, 

Giedgowd, Conklin & Sayette, 2010).  
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Adding to the mixed findings and implications, depressive symptoms have been related 

to smoking rates in women, but not men, (Poulin, Hand, Boudreau & Santor, 2004), and in a 

comparison of smoking topography between depressed individuals and healthy controls, no 

differences in puff behaviors were found (Malpass & Higgs, 2007).  As such, further 

investigation into the relationship between current depressive and anxious symptomatology and 

smoking topography is duly warranted. 

Parent Smoking 

Historically, the incidence of child smoking has been significantly related to the 

frequency with which their parents smoke cigarettes (Wohlford, 1970). More recent data have 

suggested that even after a parent quits smoking, the fact that the parent was ever a smoker 

increases the odds of his or her child at least trying smoking (Otten, Engels, van de Ven, & 

Bricker, 2007).  Further, parent smoking status has demonstrated specific influence on smoking 

topography among adolescents: One study has supported the positive relationship between the 

amount of time an adolescent spends with a parent who is a current smoker and the adolescent’s 

puff velocity, observing that this velocity is higher compared to adolescent smokers without 

current parent smokers (Collins, Lippmann, Lo, & Moolchan, 2008).  It is important to note that 

this sample of adolescents was seeking treatment for smoking cessation. Therefore, the 

relationship between parent smoking and topography needs further investigation to determine if 

this association can be found in non-treatment-seeking young smokers. 

Attempts to reliably and validly capture the development of nicotine dependence in 

adolescence are challenged by the limits of self-report measures.  A change in smoking behavior 

over time in adolescence is usually dependent on these measures to describe this phenomenon.  

For example, frequency of smoking from day-to-day may yield inaccuracies due to the 
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limitations of retrospective recall, subjective decisions about what constitutes the number of 

cigarettes smoked, and desirability biases.  Individuals may also inaccurately report feelings of 

withdrawal and symptoms associated with nicotine dependence.  Because of these challenges, 

new ways to accurately capture the emergence of dependence in adolescents and the escalation 

of smoking behavior must be explored.    

The proposed study is an attempt to fill this void: smoking topography is an objective 

measure of how an individual smokes a cigarette, and the measures yielded from this technique 

are less likely to be influenced by potential biases inherent in self-report.  By examining smoking 

topography in adolescent smokers, we may gain crucial knowledge about the processes occurring 

from smoking experimentation to the escalation of regular smoking.  To clarify, this study 

illuminates the topographical changes in smoking behavior during potential development of 

nicotine dependence.  A review of the extant literature reveals a dearth of research addressing 

these potentially critical development processes governing smoking escalation and the 

emergence of nicotine dependence. Furthermore, changes in smoking topography over time have 

not been explored in a cohort of adolescents followed to adulthood.   

 

Aims and Hypotheses 

Change over time.  The primary aim of this study is to explore potential changes in 

smoking topography in a group of adolescent smokers from early high school years to 15 months 

later.  In addition, due to the acknowledged correlation among smoking topography variables, 

changes in this behavioral measure of smoking will be assessed, taking into account the clustered 

nature of the data.  Whereas there are few, if any, previous findings that can be used to guide a 

priori hypotheses, I anticipate that over the course of time, we will observe an increase in 
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topographical indices, accompanied by increases in smoking quantity and frequency. Due to the 

unexplored nature of this particular analysis, I do not propose a priori hypotheses about changes 

in topography over time. 

Sex differences.  Based on the adolescent and adult literature presented above, I predict 

that, at both time points, sex differences will be observed, such that males will manifest longer 

puff duration, greater overall puff volume, and shorter amount of time between puffs compared 

to females.   

Dependence and Smoking Variables. Due to the lack of correspondence between 

measures of dependence and smoking topography in adolescents, I hypothesize that dependence 

may be related to topography, but only at the second observation.  I predict that, at fifteen 

months, smokers with higher scores on measures of nicotine dependence will evidence greater 

average and total puff volume.  For smoking variables, I predict that experience with smoking 

(frequency and quantity, lifetime and recent) will be positively associated with components of 

smoking topography that include total puff volume, puff duration, and puff velocity.   

 Depression and Anxiety. Based on a review of the literature, the relationship between 

mood disorder symptoms and smoking topography is clearly mixed.  Therefore, I make no a 

priori hypotheses about the relationship of depression and anxiety to smoking topography.  

However, it is possible that there is a delayed effect of mood symptoms on later topography.  As 

such, not only will recent symptoms be explored with topography at a single time point, but past 

depression and anxiety (i.e., at baseline) will be evaluated for effects on later smoking (i.e., at 

fifteen months). 

 Parent Smoking. To our knowledge, parental smoking status’ effect on topography has 

not been evaluated.  As Collins et al. (2008) found that adolescents who spent more time with a 
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parent who was a “current smoker” smoked with a more rapid puff velocity, it is possible that the 

component of smoking topography reflecting puff velocity will be greater for those who have 

more parents who are currently smokers, or who were ever smokers, than those with fewer.
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II. METHODS 

Participants 

Adolescents (N = 1263) participated in a Program Project study ("Social Emotional 

Contexts of Adolescent Smoking Patterns") evaluating the social and emotional contexts of 

cigarette use.  This program project has followed Chicago area high-school students identified as 

high-risk for smoking and other health compromising behaviors longitudinally for five years.  As 

a part of this larger study, all participants completed questionnaires regarding nicotine 

dependence and family smoking status.  From this larger group, a subset of participants was 

invited to participate in a laboratory study measuring psychophysiological response to emotional 

stimuli.  Participants in this laboratory study were given the opportunity to smoke a cigarette ad 

libitum. All procedures for this study were approved by the University of Illinois Institutional 

Review Board.  In addition, due to the age of the participants in this study, parental consent was 

obtained for participation in this laboratory session, as was participant’s assent.  

 This project was organized into three sessions.  Participants were randomized to smoke 

during either the first session, which occurred at baseline, or during the second session six weeks 

later.  Regardless of which of the first two sessions participants smoked, these baseline data will 

here be referred to as “Visit 1.”  Fifteen months later (“Visit 2”), participants were invited to in 

an identical session, wherein qualified participants were given the opportunity to smoke a 

cigarette in the lab. At both time points, participants were asked to abstain from smoking for at 

least four hours prior to the lab visit, and then were assessed for recent smoking experience, as 

well as recent depression and anxiety symptoms.  Consequently, if they had smoked at least a 

puff of a cigarette in the past two weeks and did not have an intention to quit smoking, they were 

offered one cigarette to smoke ad libitum (i.e., “as much or a little as you wish”) in the 
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laboratory. Data for this study come from two waves of data collection fifteen months apart. The 

final sample was comprised of those who smoked a cigarette at both sessions (n = 45), and was 

ethnically diverse (60.0% White, 17.8% Hispanic, 11.1% Black, and 11.1% other or unknown).  

Measures 

Nicotine Dependence. Two self-report measures were assessed at Visits 1 and 2 through 

a larger battery of self-report questionnaires mailed to all participants in the program project.  

The first measure, the modified Fagerstrom Tolerance Questionnaire (mFTQ; Prokhorov, 

Pallonen, Fava, Ding & Niaura, 1996) is a seven-item version of the longer FTQ, and is 

specifically adapted for assessing nicotine dependence in adolescents.  Items assessed in the 

mFTQ are measured on a continuous scale, except for one item assessing smoking during the 

morning.  Items measured continuously include inquiries such as “How many cigarettes a day do 

you smoke, on average?” and “How soon after you wake up do you smoke your first cigarette?”  

Total scores on the mFTQ are calculated as an average composite of all items.  Reliability for the 

mFTQ in the current study was acceptable (α  = .65). 

The second measure, a modified version of the 19-item Nicotine Dependence Syndrome 

Scale for specificity to adolescents (NDSS; Shiffman, Waters, & Hickcox, 2004; Sterling, 

Mermelstein, Turner, Diviak, Flay & Shiffman, 2009) assesses dependence criteria on a scale of 

1 to 4 to reflect agreement or disagreement with the items, 1 representing that the item is “not at 

all true” and 4 representing “very true.” The NDSS includes items reflecting tolerance (e.g. 

“Compared to when I first started smoking, I need to smoke a lot more now in order to be 

satisfied”), craving (e.g. “Whenever I go without a smoke for a few hours, I experience 

craving”), and physical withdrawal symptomatology (e.g. “After not smoking for awhile, I need 

to smoke in order to keep myself from experiencing any discomfort”) among other items.  Like 
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the mFTQ, the NDSS score is the mean of all responses across the ten items.  Both the mFTQ 

and the NDSS have demonstrated good validity and internal reliability (Prokhorov, Pallonen, 

Fava, Ding & Niaura, 1996; Prokhorov, Koehly, Pallonen, & Suchanek Hudmon, 1998; 

Shiffman & Sayette, 2005; Shiffman, Waters & Hickcox, 2004), including in the current sample 

(α  = .93). 

Current Smoking Behavior. Frequency of cigarette smoking was assessed at each visit 

via a pencil and paper self report as a part of a larger questionnaire inquiring into regular 

smoking habits.  Items of interest include number of cigarettes smoked in an individual’s 

lifetime, the number of days in the past month an individual has smoked, and the average number 

of cigarettes smoked during those days in the past month. These items are targeted to 

approximate the degree to which each participant has been exposed to and experienced cigarette 

smoking.  These items are evaluated through multiple-choice options, which approximate a range 

of lifetime cigarette use, recent frequency and quantity. Of note, the number of cigarettes smoked 

over participants’ lifetime was not normally distributed.  Therefore, this variable was collapsed 

into two categories for both time points: either “more than 500 cigarettes” or “less than 500 

cigarettes.” 

Depression and Anxiety. Upon arrival for each laboratory visit, each participant 

completed the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI-II; Beck, Steer & Brown, 1996) and the Beck 

Anxiety Inventory (BAI; Beck, Epstein, Brown, & Steer, 1988).   The BDI-II and BAI are both 

21-item measures of depression and anxiety symptomatology respectively, with responses on a 0 

to 3 scale, 0 reflecting experiencing the symptom in the past two weeks “not at all,” and 3 

reflecting “severely” experiencing the symptom.  Scores are calculated as a summation of all 

responses.  For the BDI-II, scores above 13 reflect clinically significant depression, scores in the 
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14 to 19 suggesting mild depression, 20 to 28 moderate depression, and 29 to 63 severe 

depression.  Scores above 7 on the BAI suggest clinically significant anxiety, with scores of 8 to 

15 reflecting mild anxiety, 16 to 25 moderate anxiety, and 26 to 63 severe anxiety.  Both the 

BDI-II and BAI have been widely used measures to approximate depressive and anxious 

symptomatology, respectively, and demonstrate good validity and internal consistency (Beck, 

Steer & Brown, 1996; Whisman et al., 2000; Beck & Steer, 1990).  Accordingly, the BDI-II (α  = 

.89) and BAI (α  = .90) demonstrated good reliability in the current study. 

Parent Smoking Status. Parents’ smoking status was evaluated by a single item in the 

larger battery of measures administered to all participants’ parents in the larger program project.  

Measured on a categorical scale at Time 1, biological parents of the adolescents in the study 

reported on 16 various questions including “Have you ever tried smoking a cigarette?,” “How 

motivated are you to quit now?,” and “Do you currently smoke cigarettes on a daily basis?”  The 

responses on each item vary from a dichotomous “yes” or “no” to a continuous response of 

cigarette frequency.  Responses are compiled and used to categorize each parent as either a 

“current smoker,” “ex-smoker,” or has “never smoked.”  Therefore, each participant had two 

measures of parent smoking: one corresponding to the number of biological parents who were 

“current smokers,” and another corresponding to the number of biological parents who were 

“ever smokers.” Each variables ranged from 0 (i.e., neither biological parent) to 2 (i.e., both 

biological parents). 

Smoking Topography. Smoking behavior was measured through the topographical 

device, the Clinical Research Support System Micro (CReSS; Plowshare Technologies, Inc., 

www.plowshare.com).  The CReSS device holds the cigarette in one end of the 6.5 x 5.5 x 3 

centimeter transducer, with a removable mouthpiece for puffing on the other end.  The 
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topography measures yielded from the CReSS device include: number of puffs, total puff volume 

(in milliliters), duration of puff (in milliseconds), interpuff interval (i.e. the length of time in 

between puffs, in milliseconds), puff velocity (i.e. the speed with which each puff is inhaled), 

and time to peak (i.e. amount of time until the higher flow rate of a puff).  Details on procedure 

are below. 

Procedure 

After completion of the BDI-II, BAI and current smoking behavior items, participants 

were offered to smoke as much or as little of a cigarette ad libitum through a CReSS micro 

device for measurement of topography (see Measures).  Specifically, if the individual indicated 

they wished to smoke at the time, the participant was asked to light the cigarette, a type of their 

choosing from several commercially distributed brands provided to them by the lab, before 

inserting the cigarette into the CReSS device.  Then participants were instructed as follows:  

“I’m now going to give you the opportunity to smoke a cigarette if you wish.  Would you like to 

smoke? [If so:] For the experiment, I’m going to ask you to smoke through this box…Keep in 

mind you can smoke as much or as little of the cigarette as you wish; the important thing is that 

you smoke just like you normally do.”  Participants were permitted to smoke as much or as little 

of the cigarette as they chose, and the experimenter left the room until the participant removed 

the cigarette from the device and extinguished it in the ashtray.  Sessions for both visits were 

identical.   

Analytic Approach 

Factor Structure. To assess the degree to which smoking topography variables relate to 

one another, an Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) with a larger portion of data from the 

laboratory study was conducted (see Giedgowd, Kassel, and Mermelstein, 2013, in preparation).  
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In short, the results from this EFA (n = 107) indicated that topography variables often used in the 

literature cluster into three variables, accounting for 86.47% of the variance.  Specifically, 

average puff volume and duration, as well as total puff volume, and average time to peak made 

up a Puff Size and Length Component, average flow and average peak flow loaded onto an 

Inhalation Speed factor, and average interpuff interval and puff number had opposite loadings on 

a Puff Number and Pacing factor.    Further, each topography factor demonstrated distinct 

convergent validity to constructs related to the individual measures of topography in the extant 

literature.  In addition, topography factors demonstrated preliminary evidence of predictive 

validity for future cigarette use.  The smoking topography data included in these analyses were 

transformed into respective summary Z scores that were summed to create factor summary 

scores.  Due to the opposite loadings of interpuff interval and number of puffs for the Puff 

Number and Pacing, interpuff interval was reverse coded so that greater summed Z scores for 

this factor reflect more puffs and shorter interpuff interval. 

Changes in Topography. To assess changes in smoking topography from Visit 1 to Visit 

2, each topography component (i.e., Puff Size and Length, Inhalation Speed, and Puff Number 

and Pacing) was assessed separately in a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

utilizing the GLM command in SPSS version 20.0, with two levels of time as the repeated, 

within subjects variable. 

Sex Differences and Parent Smoking. In order to evaluate the relationship of sex and 

topography over time, two cross-sectional ANOVAs, one for each visit, will be used with sex as 

a between-subjects factor into the analyses.  Because parent smoking status is also measured 

categorically, separate analyses, with parent smoking at a between-subjects variable, will be used 

with topography variables as separate outcomes.  To follow up on any significant effects of 
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parent smoking status, single degree of freedom comparisons will be made, utilizing a 

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.    

Dependence, Smoking Frequency and Quantity, and Depression and Anxiety. 

Similarly, the continuous self-report variables of interest (i.e., mFTQ, NDSS, BDI-II, and BAI) 

will be entered as covariates into separate ANOVAs with each topography factor as separate 

outcomes, one per visit. Further, to explore the effect of early mood symptoms on smoking in the 

future, additional ANOVAs will be used with depression and anxiety as covariates at Visit 1 for 

topography outcomes at Visit 
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III. RESULTS 

Overall Change in Smoking Topography over Time 

 Adolescents evidenced change in smoking topography over fifteen months, specifically 

with respect to Puff Number and Pacing.  Repeated Measures ANOVA indicated that there was 

no difference over time for the Puff Size and Length factor (F(1,44) = 0.98, ns).  Similarly, the 

Inhalation Speed factor did not evidence any change from Visit 1 to Visit 2 (F(1,44) = 0.31, ns).  

However, the Puff Number and Pacing factor did evidence significant change over time (F(1,44) 

= 12.00, p < .001).  Specifically, over time, individuals smoked fewer puffs with a longer amount 

of time in between puffs compared to Puff Number and Pacing measured at Visit 1, fifteen 

months earlier (see Table 1).   

Sex Differences 

 Whereas differences between males and females in smoking topography were evident at 

both visits, these sex differences varied by topography component.  In terms of Puff Size and 

Length, there was only a borderline effect of sex for Puff Size and Length at Visit 1 (F(1,43) = 

2.24, p = .14), such that males showed greater scores for this component than females (see Table 

2).  At Visit 2, this trend effect became significant (F(1,43) = 10.56, p < .01), such that males 

evidenced greater Puff Size and Length scores than females.  There was no difference between 

males and females for Inhalation Speed at Visit 1.  While falling short of significance, there was 

a borderline effect of sex at Visit 2 (F(1,43) = 2.14, p = .15), such that men evidenced greater 

Inhalation Speed scores or slower average flow and peak flow, than women.  Puff Number and 

Pacing evidenced a trend for sex differences at Visit 1 (F(1,44) = 3.66, p = .06), such that males 

smoked more puffs with less time in between compared to females.  However, at Visit 2, there 

was not a difference for this factor (F(1,44) = .39, ns).  
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Dependence and Cigarette Use 

 Neither measure of nicotine dependence related to adolescent smoking topography at 

either Visit 1 or Visit 2.  Specifically, Visit 1 mFTQ scores were not related to Puff Size and 

Length, Inhalation Speed, or Puff Number and Pacing at Visit 1 (Fs(1,44) < .28, ns).  These 

findings were consistent with the lack of relationship between dependence as measured by the 

NDSS at Visit 1 and all topography variables at Visit 1 (Fs(1,44) < 1.55, ns).  This relationship 

did not change over time, as Visit 2 topography was not related to dependence as measured by 

the mFTQ (Fs(1,44) < 1.53, ns) or NDSS (Fs(1,44) < 1.79, ns). 

 Topography standard scores at each visit as a function of lifetime cigarette use are 

displayed in Table 3.  Smoking topography did not differ as a function of lifetime cigarettes at 

Visit 1 (i.e., more or less than 500).  Specifically, Puff Size and Length, Inhalation Speed, and 

Puff Number and Pacing were not related to lifetime cigarettes (Fs(1,44) < .62, ns).  However, 

this was not the case at Visit 2:  for individuals with more lifetime cigarette use, Puff Size and 

Length was greater (F(1,44) = 11.14, p < .01).  Puff Number and Pacing factor Inhalation Speed 

did not vary by lifetime cigarette use (Fs(1,44) < 0.86, ns).  

 Amount of regular smoking, or number of cigarettes smoked per day, was related to Puff 

Size and Length at Visit 1 (F(1,44) = 6.01, p < .05).  By examining Puff Size and Length as a 

function of regular smoking via median split (see Figure 1), individuals with fewer cigarettes 

smoked per day at Visit 1 were more likely to have smaller puffs compared to those who smoked 

more cigarettes per day.  However, daily smoking at Visit 1 was not related to Inhalation Speed 

or Puff Number and Pacing (Fs(1,44) < .91, ns).  Daily smoking at Visit 2 was not related to any 

of the smoking topography variables (Fs(1,44) < 1.88, ns).  In addition, number of days smoked 
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in the past thirty days at either time point was not related to topography at Visit 1 (Fs(1,44) < 

1.00, ns) or Visit 2 (Fs(1,44) < 1.10, ns).  

Depression and Anxiety 

 Current number and severity of depressive symptoms did not demonstrate an effect on 

smoking topography at Visit 1:  Puff Size and Length, Inhalation Speed and Puff Number and 

Pacing were not related to BDI-II scores at Visit 1 (Fs(1,43) < 1.05, ns).  At Visit 2, however, 

current depressive symptoms were significantly related to Puff Size and Length (F(1,44) = 4.37, 

p < .05), such that, via evaluation of topography by BDI-II median split, individuals with a low 

score on the BDI-II at Visit 2 evidenced longer puffs than those with higher BDI-II scores  (see 

Figure 2).  Conversely, Inhalation Speed and Puff Number and Pacing were not related to current 

depressive symptoms at Visit 2 (Fs(1,44) < 1.85, ns).  Current anxiety as measured by the BAI, 

was unrelated to topography at both Visit 1 (Fs(1,43) < 0.29, ns) and Visit 2 (Fs(1,44) < 1.36, 

ns). 

 In addressing hypotheses regarding potential influence of mood symptoms at Visit 1 or 

topography at Visit 2, ANOVAs demonstrated modest influence of BDI-II scores at Visit 1 on 

measures of smoking topography at Visit 2.  While the relationship between depression at Visit 1 

and Inhalation Speed at Visit 2 approached significance (F(1,43) = 3.73, p = .06), neither Puff 

Size and Length nor Puff Number and Pacing were significantly related to past BDI-II (Fs (1,43) 

< 1.92, ns).  Examination of this trend relationship suggested that, for individuals with low 

depression at Visit 1, Inhalation Speed was slower than for those with higher initial depression 

scores (see Figure 3).  For anxiety, BAI at Visit 1 evidenced a borderline relationship with later 

Puff Size and Length (F(1,43) = 3.74, p = .06) and with Inhalation Speed (F(1,43) = 2.60, p = 

.11), but not with Puff Number and Pacing (F(1,43) = .70, ns).  By evaluating topography by 
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BAI score median split at Visit 1, individuals with low initial anxiety scores evidenced larger and 

longer puffs (see Figure 4) and quicker inhalation speed (see Figure 5). 

Parent Smoking Status 

 In terms of adolescent smoking topography, the number of biological parents who were 

smokers at Visit 1 did not have an effect on Puff Size and Length (F(1,44) = 1.76, ns), Inhalation 

Speed (F(1,44) = 1.34, ns), or Puff Number and Pacing (F(1,44) = .46, ns).  This was also the 

case for smoking topography at Visit 2 (Fs(1,44) < 1.81, ns).   Topography standard scores 

compared by number of biological parents who were current smokers are illustrated in Table 4. 

 While currently smoking parents did not evidence significant influence on topography, 

these data suggested there may have been an influence on smoking by parents who were ever 

smokers.  There was a borderline effect of number of parents who had ever been smokers on 

Inhalation Speed (F(1,44) = 2.14, p = .13; see Figure 6). Post hoc follow up comparisons using 

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons did not yield any significant differences (ps 

>.26).  However, by examining the trend in the graph, Inhalation Speed was fastest among those 

with two biological parent ever smokers at Visit 2 compared to those with fewer parent ever 

smokers.   Conversely, this effect was not evident at Visit 1 (F(1,44) = .53, ns).  Further, Puff 

Size and Length and Puff Number and Pacing did not differ as a function of number of biological 

parent ever smokers at either Visit 1 or Visit 2 (Fs(1,44) < .61, ns.
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IV. DISCUSSION 

The current study evaluated a behavioral measure of smoking in adolescents at two points 

critical in the development of regular smoking behavior and nicotine dependence. Further, the 

analyses of topography in this study were the first to treat CReSS variables more parsimoniously, 

taking into account shared variance among the correlated variables.  These data evidenced a 

significant change in smoking topography from initial assessment to fifteen months later, such 

that these adolescents changed from a pattern of smoking marked by more puffs with a shorter 

amount of time in between these puffs, to one with fewer puffs, and a longer interval between 

them.  Conversely, these results did not support a change in either of the other topography 

components over time, such that adolescents failed to show change in the amount and length of 

smoke inhalation (Puff Size and Length) or rate of smoke inhalation (Inhalation Speed).  Taken 

together, these data suggest that adolescents’ developing smoking patterns over the course of a 

single cigarette changes such that they are taking fewer puffs more spread out over time as they 

get older, but are still taking in the same amount of smoke over the cigarette, and that the rate of 

inhalation during these puffs is comparable. 

Overall Change 

Related to these findings, previous work suggested that cigarette smoking topography for 

adolescents and for adults is relatively similar, such that, like adults, adolescents are able to 

regular their intake of smoke based on nicotine content of a cigarette (Kassel et al., 2007; Collins 

et al., 2011). However, this study suggests that differences in topography do exist as a function 

of smoking during younger years.  Specifically, while this sample smoked with similar Puff Size 

and Length and Inhalation Speed as a whole from Visit 1 to 2, Puff Number and Pacing 

evidenced significant change.  At Visit 1, adolescent smoking was characterized by more puffs, 
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with less time in between puffs, compared to their smoking fifteen months later.  This illustrates 

a distinct behavioral change in smoking through development, and, as such, suggests that 

research evaluating topography over time must account for this differential pattern of smoking 

over time.  Such considerations should also be made for sex differences in these data from Visit 

1 to 2, as is discussed below. 

Sex Differences 

 Sex differences in smoking topography emerged at both time points.   Initially, males 

tended to smoke with greater Puff Size and Length compared to females, and this trend became 

statistically significant at Visit 2.  Similarly, males showed slower Inhalation Speed compared to 

females at Visit 2.  Further, at the trend level, males were taking more puffs with less time in 

between puffs compared to females at Visit 1, while no sex difference was observed for Puff 

Number and Pacing at Visit 2.  The correspondence of these findings to other work is mixed.  

While one study found that adolescent males smoked with greater puff volume compared to 

females (Wood et al., 2003), other data suggests that male adolescents smoke with longer puff 

duration and shorter interpuff interval compared to females (Collins et al., 2011).  These 

differences may be due differences in sample characteristics, as the current study’s sample 

smoked fewer cigarettes per day than the Collins et al. sample.  Further, considering the 

significant change in Puff Number and Pacing over time, it is possible that the sex differences 

found in the Collins et al. study may be found in this sample later in development.  The sex 

differences observed here are consistent with adult literature outlining greater total volume 

inhalation in males compared to females (Wood et al., 2004; Perkins et al., 2012).  Hammond et 

al. (2005) and Perkins et al. (2012) found that women smoked more puffs on average than men, 

opposite of the borderline finding in these data at Visit 1.  Thus, the change in Puff Number and 
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Pacing over time needs to be considered, as our data may be capturing topography shortly before 

these sex differences emerge.  To expand, the difference in males’ and females’ Puff Size and 

Length only trended at Visit 1, but reached significance at Visit 2 in the direction often observed 

in the adult literature.   

Cigarette Use and Dependence 

The role of regular and lifetime cigarette use varied by time.  In terms of history of use, 

topography did not vary as a function of lifetime cigarette use until Visit 2.  Specifically, Puff 

Size and Length was greater with more use.  Number of cigarettes smoked per day, however, 

evidenced more influence at Visit 1, such that greater number of cigarettes smoked per day 

corresponded with greater Puff Size and Length, but this effect was no longer evident at Visit 2.  

These findings correspond to previous work (Wood et al., 2004), wherein the number of 

cigarettes that adolescents smoked per day was positively related to total puff volume.  These 

data suggest that regular amount of smoking influences topography earlier in development.   

Nicotine dependence did not relate to smoking topography at either visit.  Similarly, 

Wood et al. (2003) found that, while the mFTQ was related to CO boost and cotinine levels, it 

did not relate to puff duration.  In a similar vein, Corrigall et al. (2002) failed to find that 

topography varied by smoking frequency or dependence via the Fagerstrom Test for Nicotine 

Dependence.  Conversely, adult studies have demonstrated a positive relationship between 

dependence and average puff volume, total puff volume, and puff number (Zielinka-Danch, et 

al., 2010; Perkins et al., 2011).   In sum, the relationship between dependence with topography 

was not demonstrated in these data, as it has been in the adult population. 
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Mood Disorder Symptoms 

These data suggest that depression and anxiety influence topography at this 

developmental stage; however, the pattern of results was unexpected.  BDI-II and BAI scores 

were not related to topography at Visit 1.  Current depression was related to topography at Visit 

2, in that individuals who had greater scores on the BDI-II evidenced smaller puffs (Puff Size 

and Length) compared to those with lower BDI-II scores.  Further, previous depression had a 

delayed effect, such that higher Visit 1 BDI-II scores were related to slower Inhalation Speed.  

This finding seemingly contrasts with work outlining comorbidity of nicotine dependence and 

mood disorders, which may suggest a positive relationship of depression and to Puff Size and 

Length.  However, as discussed in another paper evaluating these topography data (Veilleux et 

al., 2011), these findings may reflect the low positive affect component of depression (Patterson 

et al., 2003): Patterson et al. found that positive affect was related to an increase in carbon 

monoxide as a result of smoking.  Therefore, if greater BDI-II scores reflect less positive affect, 

these score may be accompanied by less inhalation of smoke in a single cigarette.  Anxiety was 

not significantly related to corresponding smoking topography at either visit.  However, similar 

to the BDI-II, BAI at Visit 1 was related to decreased Puff Size and slower Inhalation Speed at 

Visit 2, at the borderline level.  The relationship between mood symptoms and behavioral 

measures of smoking merits further study, but, based on the high rate of comorbidity between 

anxiety and depression, it is possible that generalized psychological distress during adolescence 

may influence Puff Size and Length and Inhalation Speed.  

Parent Smoking Status 

The current smoking status of participants’ biological parents did not evidence an 

influence on topography at either visit.  However, there was a trend for an influence of biological 
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parent smoking history on Inhalation Speed at Visit 2:  Inhalation Speed was faster for 

adolescents with more biological parent ever smokers than those with fewer.  Previous work 

demonstrated an influence of parent cigarette use on at least one Inhalation Speed variable (i.e., 

puff velocity) although amount of time an individual spent with their parent smoker was 

implicated (Collins et al., 2008).  Therefore, while it may not have yielded a robust influence on 

topography in this sample, as reflected in previous work, parent smoking may play more of a role 

in smoking initiation (e.g., Wohlford, 1970; Otten et al, 2007). 

Limitations and Strengths 

This study had several limitations that should be considered in light of both the null 

findings, and the interpretation of the significant results presented here.  First, the sample size 

included in these analyses was relatively small.  Findings with borderline significance may have 

been a product of this limitation.  In addition, the length of time included in these analyses, 15 

months, may not have been long enough to truly assess the changes that occur in smoking 

topography through the entirety of development.  It is possible that, at the first observation, 

participants had already established a stable pattern of topography.  It is also a possibility that 

topography may change even further into adulthood.  Therefore, the primary aim of this study, to 

evaluate the changes in smoking topography through development, may not have been fully 

captured in these data, especially for Puff Size and Length and Inhalation Speed.  Of note, the 

results presented here should be interpreted in the context of smoking after abstinence, as all 

participants were required to abstain from smoking for at least four hours before coming into the 

laboratory.  Previous literature has suggested that, for adult smokers, topography can vary as a 

function of context (Perkins et al., 2010), such that smokers inhale more (i.e., greater total puff 

volume) during withdrawal and stress task compared to neutral and other negative mood 
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inducing settings.  Therefore, it is possible that adolescents may also evidence difference 

topography in varying contexts.   

A further limitation of the current paradigm was a potential ceiling effect for amount of 

ad libitum smoking.  Although participants were instructed to smoke “as much or as little” as 

they would like, they were only provided a single cigarette.  Other studies (e.g., Perkins et al., 

2010; Saules, Pomerleau, Snedecor, Brouwer, & Rosenberg, 2004; Pang & Leventhal, 2013) 

have used methods wherein participants were offered to, and often did, smoke more than one 

cigarette during an ad libitum smoking session.  However, it is possible that, due to the “lighter” 

nature of their cigarette use (i.e., mean of 5.53 cigarettes smoked per day at baseline), 

adolescents in this study may have only smoked one cigarette.   

Despite these limitations, the current study makes several contributions to the literature 

on behavioral measures of cigarette use, as well as smoking during adolescence.  Primarily, this 

study characterizes change in smoking topography over time during a critical developmental 

period of substance use and dependence.  In addition, analyses took the correlated nature of the 

CReSS variables into account, and introduced a more parsimonious way to evaluate smoking 

topography.  These data also captured the emergence of important sex differences demonstrated 

in the adult literature (e.g., Wood et al., 2004; Eissenberg, Adams, Riggins, & Likness, 1999; 

Perkins et al., 2012).  In addition, this study illustrated the lagged role of anxiety and depression 

for this sample, such that earlier reports of symptoms had an effect on topography later in 

development.  

Future Directions 

In light of these contributions, the findings presented here may pave the way for future 

investigation in this area. Considering that nearly one fifth of high school students consider 
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themselves smokers (CDC, 2009), intervention efforts are sorely needed to hinder adolescents’ 

development of nicotine dependence and escalated smoking into adulthood, and to reduce the 

harm associated with smoking.  In light of the work presented here, it is clear that, even as early 

as fifteen years old, adolescents demonstrate smoking patterns that mimic adults (e.g., sex 

differences, contribution of number of cigarettes smoked per day to topography).  While the 

current study cannot establish causality, these data do propose an effect of depression, anxiety, 

and biological parent smoking status on subsequent smoking.  Future work with these data, 

including evaluating the predictive role of topography for future escalation or cessation, may 

serve to target those adolescents particularly in need for prevention or cessation efforts. In 

addition, evaluating topography for adolescents in other contexts (e.g., negative or positive 

mood, in the presence of alcohol) may contribute further to understanding the phenomenon of 

early cigarette use.  More novel modes nicotine administration, such as through electronic 

cigarettes, merit research, especially in terms of contribution to smoking acquisition and nicotine 

dependence. 

 Related to the factor analytic work that emerged as a result of the proposal for the 

current project (Giedgowd, Kassel, and Mermelstein, in preparation ), this factor structure should 

be tested in other samples, for both adolescents and adults, and in other contexts for replication.  

As such, evaluating the factor structure of smoking topography variables in adults would expand 

on these findings to the degree that a) the factors and loadings may or may not correspond to the 

components found with this data, and b) this approach to topography data would allow for more 

parsimonious evaluation of adult smoking and related constructs. 

 In sum, this study is the first to examine changes in smoking topography in a group of 

adolescent smokers.  Methodologically, this study is also the first to evaluate topography using 
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components in lieu of individual variables, addressing issues of multicolinearity.  These findings 

suggest that, during development, adolescents smoke cigarette with fewer puffs and longer time 

in between puffs.  In addition, these data capture the emergence of sex differences demonstrated 

in the adult literature, as well as the role of mood disorder symptoms and parent smoking status.  

Future work should continue to assess the development of smoking from adolescence to 

adulthood, through both self-report and behavioral measures, especially that which focuses on 

prediction of increased dependence and use, and of cessation. 
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Table 1 

 

Smoking topography factor descriptives as standardized sum scores by time point 

 

 

  Visit 1 Visit 2 

  M SD M SD 

Puff Volume and Length 0.27 3.58 -0.27 2.95 

Inhalation Speed -0.01 2.11 0.01 1.81 

Puff Number and Pacing*** 0.47 0.71 -0.47 1.54 

Note: *** p < .0
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Table 2 

 

Topography standard score descriptives by sex and visit 

 

    Visit 1 Visit 2 

    M SD M SD 

Puff Volume and Length Males 0.98
†
 3.85 0.89** 3.05 

 Females -0.61
†
 3.09 -1.72** 2.10 

Inhalation Speed Males -0.18 2.00 0.45
†
 1.93 

 Females -0.20 2.30 -0.34
†
 1.59 

Puff Number and Pacing Males 0.64
†
 0.57 -0.38 1.68 

  Females 0.25
†
 0.81 -0.57 1.39 

Notes: Significance indicates sex difference at one visit. 
†
 p < .15, ** p < .01. 
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Table 3 

 

Topography by number of lifetime cigarettes smoked and by time point 

 

    Visit 1 Visit 2 

    M SD M SD 

Puff Volume and Length 500 cigarettes or more 0.18 3.43 0.43** 2.85 

 Less than 500 cigarettes 0.38 3.84 -2.75** 1.75 

Inhalation Speed 500 cigarettes or more -0.02 1.91 0.23 1.84 

 Less than 500 cigarettes -0.18 2.37 -0.37 1.71 

Puff Number and Pacing 500 cigarettes or more 0.39 0.64 -0.44 1.45 

  Less than 500 cigarettes 0.56 0.79 -0.57 1.92 
Notes: Significance indicates differences by lifetime cigarette use at one visit. **p < .01.
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Figure 1. Puff Size and Length standard scores by number of cigarettes smoked per day median 

split and by visit.  Significance indicates differences in topography based on number of cigarettes 

smoked per day, within each visit. * p < .05.

Time 1 

 

Time 2 

 

* 

 

Visit 1 Visit 2 
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Figure 2.  Puff Size and Length standard scores by BDI-II score median split at Visit 2.  

* p < .05

* 
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Figure 3. Inhalation Speed standard scores by BDI-II score median split at Visit 1 and by visit.  

Significance indicates differences in topography by BDI-II score, within each visit point. 
†
 p < 

.15

Time 1 

 

Time 2 

 

†
 

Visit 1 Visit 2 
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Figure 4. Puff Size and Length standard scores by BAI score median split at Visit 1 and by visit.  

Significance indicates differences in topography by BAI score, within each visit. 
†
 p < .15

Time 1 

 

Time 2 

 

†
 

Visit 1 Visit 2 
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Figure 5. Inhalation Speed standard scores by BAI score median split at Visit 1 and by visit.  

Significance indicates differences in topography by BAI score, within each visit. 
†
 p < .15

†
 

Time 1 

 

Time 2 

 
Visit 1 Visit 2 
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Table 4 

 

Topography standard scores by number of biological parents who were current smokers and by 

time point 

 

    Visit 1 Visit 2 

    M SD M SD 

Puff Volume and Length Neither Biological Parent 0.42 3.89 -0.29 2.55 

 One Biological Parent -1.29 2.34 -0.31 3.99 

 Both Biological Parents 1.80 3.46 0.72 2.78 

Inhalation Speed Neither Biological Parent -0.35 2.10 -0.20 1.63 

 One Biological Parent -0.54 1.75 -0.24 2.18 

 Both Biological Parents 0.74 1.95 0.99 1.87 

Puff Number and Pacing Neither Biological Parent 0.50 0.71 -0.34 1.41 

 One Biological Parent 0.28 0.96 -0.74 1.74 

  Both Biological Parents 0.60 0.56 -0.24 1.57 
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Figure 6.  Inhalation Speed standard scores by number of biological parents who were ever 

smokers and by visit.  Significance indicates effect of group based on number of biological 

parent ever smokers, within each visit. 
†
 p < .15

Time 1 

 

Time 2 

 

†
 

Visit 1 Visit 2 
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